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WORKSOCIAL

42.5% of the global workforce

will be mobile by 2022



SOCIAL 
• Finding Focus: We are all learning that it is 

becoming harder and harder to focus, so we are 
trying new things to help us. Protecting people 
from visual distractions and helping them focus 
can enhance their ability to perform well.   
Source: Haworth Research Brief: Good Stress,  
Bad Stress, and High-Focus Work Performance  
Related: Haworth White Paper: Workplace 
Acoustical Performance: Designing for Privacy and 
Haworth White Paper: Designing for Focus Work

• Unplugged: Trends are shifting toward a 
simpler time before technology. People are 
unplugging— nostalgically embracing and 
resurrecting the ideals of carefree times and 
seeking things that are retro in design or non-
tech i.e., turntables, old-fashioned shaving kits, 
gardening clubs, retro packaging designs.   
Source: The Dieline

• Moral Compass: People feel better when they 
purchase a product or service from a company 
that is also helping to make a better world, save 
lives, or save the environment. Having a moral 
compass to guide you gives your company a 
sense of purpose, builds equity in your brand, 
facilitates employee engagement (volunteering 
as an example) and can build bonds within your 
community. 
Source: Forbes – Why More and More Companies 
are Doing Social Good

• Mobile Working: By 2022, 42.5% of our global 
workforce will be mobile.  Workers are using 
technology such as laptops, smartphones, 
mobile apps, virtual reality, and clouds to 
connect. This offers the opportunity to be 
more flexible, to work in any environment—
anywhere and anytime.  
Source: Gallup 2017 
Related: Webinar: Outside Is the New In 
 
 
 

• Experiences vs. Things: “Studies show you’ll 
get more happiness spending money on 
experiences like going to art exhibits, doing 
outdoor activities, learning a new skill, or 
traveling.” Remember that when you buy 
something that feeling of happiness for that 
“thing” will fade over time. But the benefits of 
an experience will help you de-stress, build 
relationships and even help you live longer! 
Sources: Dr. Thomas Gilovich, psychology 
professor, Cornell University and Forbes – 
The Secret to Happiness?

• Women Blazing a Trail: Women are becoming 
entrepreneurs at a faster rate than men with 
women-owned businesses exceeding 9.4 
million. And over the past 15 years, these 
women-owned firms have grown at a rate 1.5 
times other small businesses and are estimated 
to provide more than 5 million jobs by 2018.  
Source: Entrepreneur.com 

ECONOMIC
• Most stressed out: Millennials: Millennials 

will make up 75% of the workforce by 2025. 
They have a unique pattern of strengths 
and weaknesses that employers will need 
to understand. While they are showing their 
strength in physical activity and empathy, they 
reveal deficits in work-life balance and their 
ability to focus. 
Source: meQuilbrium research 
Related: Haworth Research Brief: Good Stress,  
Bad Stress, and High-Focus Work Performance 

• Nurture: Brands are evolving to a circular 
relationship where the consumer connects 
throughout the experience of a product’s 
usage: Engage interest. Discover benefits. 
Transact performance. Operate correctly. 
Service is white glove. Grow add-on 
opportunities. Feedback is shared.   
Source: Accenture 
 
 

• We-Commerce: The “we” mentality and idea of 
sharing information, building community, and 
finding ways to promote collaboration continues 
to grow and expand.  
Source: John Burns Consulting

• Need for Speed: Now that we’re getting used 
to the idea of fast and easy delivery (think 
Amazon Prime), we have to continue to find 
ways to deliver even faster.  
Source: Curbed

TECHNOLOGY
• Future of Service: Artificial: By 2020 the 

use of chatbots (online robots that simulate 
humans) is expected to jump 1000%. And 
71% of consumers want the ability to solve 
most customer service issues on their own, 
which can be a fun interaction with a brand’s 
personality. The big potential of AI is, however, 
data-driven intelligence—not just computers 
with personalities.  
Source: Aspect Software

• interACTION: Companies are starting to think 
more about creating an “experience” or inciting 
customers to “do” something (action) with their 
brand—like offering opportunities for people 
to win a prize when they choose, swipe, spin, 
click, or watch. These customer interactions 
engage customers in creative ways to build 
brand awareness.  
Source: Adweek

• Microvideos: With over 500 million daily users 
on Instagram, companies are finding it hard to 
get noticed. The use of microvideos is one way 
that they can capture attention with creativity in 
a quick and effective way. 

WORK
• Rethink Thinking: Sharing new ideas, products, 

and ways of doing things—including lessons 
learned from failures—adds to knowledge. 
And, the process comes full circle. 

• Problem Solvers: Experian, Apple, Google, and 
IBM are very different companies pursuing very 
different types of problems. Each has designed 
workspaces with their innovation strategies in 
mind. How can you customize your workspace 
around the problems you want to solve? 
Source: Greg Satell, author of Mapping Innovations

• Rethinking Wellness: Workplace well-being 
is becoming critical for attracting top talent, 
so employers are investing in creating more 
relaxing and healthier environments for workers. 
Source: The Healthy Workplace Nudge 
Related: Haworth Research Brief: Workplace 
Design Tips for Well-Being

• Multipurpose: People are looking for ways 
to save money, save time, and save space by 
purchasing products and services that double 
the use of their real estate.  
Source: PFSK

• 5 Future Jobs: Both right- and left-brained 
people are needed to promote the speed of 
innovation. Think of people such as curators, 
creatives, dot connectors, scientists, synthesizers. 
Source: GFK – Growth from Knowledge
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